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'Scoop' and McCormack
slated to appear

University
Village Fire

The Ellensburg Fire Dept. was called at 12:07 pm Tuesday to a fire
at the University Village · Apartments. According to a fire
department. report, two apartments were totaled and two more
received heat and smoke damage. A man was arrested in
connection with the fire and was taken to a hospital in Yakima for
psychiatric care. (Photo by Bill Whiting.)

Bare shelves revealed
toilet paper wiped out
by Rick Dalvit
asst. news editor
"It's not something you want
to run out of..." said Joe Klocke.
Indeed.
" .. .I mean you can picture what
it would be like to be without it."
Klocke is the assistant manager
of Mr. G's Serve-U and he was
right. Many people had done just
that.
Toilet paper, or bathroom
tissue, if you prefer, virtually
disappeared in Ellensburg last
week when scores of panic
striken buyers wiped out local
stocks and created a shortage
that local store managers say
would not have existed without
the hoarding spree.
Although at least two stores
are now being allocated toilet
paper, most local store managers
say the shortage is only local and
temporary. They attribute the
initial spark of panic to media
coverage of a projected paper
shortage and word of mouth.
"According to our district
office our store was the only
Safeway store in Central Washington where this occured," said
Max Faris, Safeway manager.
"In a small cemmunity like
this, word circulates fast," was
one comment.
Safeway's manager said their
store is not presently being
allocated amounts as did the
manager of Albertson's. Assistant Manager Greg Prescott of
Prairie Market says his store is

being allocated, however assorted brands will continue to be
stocked, and the store hjis set a
limit of three four packs, which
seems like a lot of toilet paper.
Joe Klocke of Serve-U said
sales of toilet paper were much
higher at his store than normal,
however as of Monday, they
were not sold to bare shelves as
wer.e Safeway and Albertson's.
This same situation occured
this summer in Tokyo, where
toilet paper vanished in a one day
long stampede when sudden fear
of .a shortage created a sudden
demand that exceeded the immediate supply.
According to local store mana- ·
gers there will be no shortage
here if toilet paper is purchased
al "the normal rate." Klocke
acknowledged that toilet paper is
not an item . that one normally
stocks up on.
From some quarters came
suspicions that the shortage had
somehow been deliberately contrived and that one large store
had secret stocks available,
ready to spri~g qut with them at
the most opportune time for
maximum merchandising.
In the spirit of free enterprise,
at least one chain store will now
attempt to capitalize on the
sudden popularity of this mundane yet necessary item. Other
stores will most likely follow suit.
As of Tuesday the manager -of
the local Sears outlet said there

Sen. Jackson is sponsor and
Sen. Henry 'Scoop' Jackson of
Washington and Rep. Mike author of much of the major
McCormack of our Fourth Con- · national energy -legislation. The
gressional District have both senator was also a candidate for
scheduled appearances locally the Democratic nomination for
president and could be a possible
this week.
Speaking on campus today at 2 contender in the 1976 presidenp.m. in the SUB pit is Congress- tial race.
Ms. Indermuhle said the apman Mike McCormack. According io Martha Indermuhle of the pearance of the two legislators
Democratic Central Committee here at the same time was purely
who is sponsoring the event, the coincidental, that both men were
representative is recognized just trying to have some contact
nation-wide as the only scientist with their constituants during
the congressional recess.
in congress.
Ms. Indermuhle says the congressman will most likely be
speaking on the energy crisis. He
has recently sponsored some
legislation to help develop solar
energy. ,,
Congressman McCormack will
also sp·eak at 'Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce luncheon and
an evening no-host dinner tonight. The law-maker will atte1;1d
a 6 to 7 p.m. social hour at the
Thunderbird Inn, followed by the
dinner. The public is cordially
·
invited.
Sen. Jackson will also be in
town speaking on the energy
crisis Saturday at the Holiday
,, ( ·
Inn. The event will be a buffet
Mike McCormack
breakfast at 8:30, tickets $2.25.

. Youth Card Sales
Youth Fare Tickets
Eurail Passes
Britrail Passes

had been no unusual run on
catalogues.
If anything was proven by the
great toilet paper run, it is that
fear of a shortage can create a
shortage and that there presumably is no shortage expected of
the substance that creates the
demand for toilet paper.
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FARM

FRESH MILK

OPEN 4:00 to l PM DAILY

Snrders Bread, Walkers Fann Fresh Eggs,
Butter, Ice Cream. EYel'Jthing To Suit Your
DailJ Dail'J Needs.
FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED
. 419 W. 15th Ave.
8 blocks West of the Pavilion
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PRAIRIE MARKET
l 200 Canyon · Roa·d
Next To Butterfield Chevrolet

. FOOD

STAMPS
ACCEPTED
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ASC-

elections draw near
Possibly the only issue that could raise any ipterest in the
upcoming ASC elections would be an initiative to abolish the ASC
completely.
.
With the reactive tone of electorates in general and the
demonstrated contempt students have for the ASC government,
an initiative of this nature would be a sure-fire winner.
The apathetic majority, ·student government people complain
"never do anything and aren't interested in anything," would
suddenly come storming out of the wing and vote out the
institution of student government.
But why such a harsh reaction? The answer is that the ASC
would be getting what it so richly deserves. -Student government
has failed to address itself to anything ihat really matters. They
haye become little more than a bickering social club more adept at
organizing inner office parties than proposing meaningful changes
that would affect the students they represent.
A person need only attend an ASL meeting to see the meetings
are poorly organized, members are poorly prepared and the ASL
is in a near hopeless tangle of personality conflicts.
A feeling of impotence prevades. At a meeting this year one ASL
member asked the presidingofficer what ASL could do to get
control of student funds. His answer was a pathetic nothing. He
said all such decision could only be made by the legislature of the
trustees and ASL could do nothing.
So th e ASC government continues to do nothing while constantly
murmuring their catch phrases about "student input, consulting
their r espective constituents" and the "viability of ASC"
(whatever that is.)
Leaders are elected to make decisions, to implement programs
that will benefit students and represent student interests before
th e administration and state political bodies.
What is needed in the upcoming election is for candidates to come
forth with specific programs and not alot of cliches about "better
governm ent, effective leadership and a more. viable student
government."
·
At a time when the college is practically desparate for students
and a good repor with the students it has , it is ~ndeed a good time
for student leaders to come forward with creative new proposals
that will make this a better place for the STUDENTS that attend ·
this college.
·
The tim e is right for new proposals on the . grading system, on
college housing conditions, developmen.t of the SUB, more
flexibility in the quarter system, an office of an ombudsman, real
student involvement in course offerings and hiring of professors
and in general making the college more flexible and responsive.
We need student leaders with drive who are skilled in the art of
compromise not conciliation, leaders with proposals, ideas, not
cliches and generalizations,leaders who will take a proactive stand
instead of a reactive stand.
The alternative could be a petition to rid the college of wasteful
bureaucracy.

ID.
.

[
·Editor's focus

Singing the 'Frozen toes Blues'
Turning the thermostat down a
few degrees may be helpful in
conserving fuel and beating the
higher cost of keeping your body
at 98.6, but I've realized that it
also results in a constant beating
of my feet in a forlorn effort to
discover if they're still attatched
to my ankles.

r1er
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What if, as I am becoming more
convinced every day, my feet
really are not there anymore?
What if they came down with a
severe case of frostbite and fell
off? What if I really am walking
on stumps? I haven't seen my
feet for a few weeks because I'm
too afraid to look. More likely,
they got disgusted at the Arctic
treatment they were being
forced to endure, and took off to
Florida for the winter.
When the campaign to conserve
fuel and electricity began, I
stoically accepted my patriotic
duty to minimize my personal
use of energy. The first thing I
did was turn off the T V and
radio every time Nixon came on.
That wasn't difficult, as I was
sure he'd understand.
I learned that I could place my
bed_-warmed toes on an ice-cold
floor without emitting a bloodcurdling scream. Learning to
br-u sh my teeth with mittens on
took longer, and requited a certain amount of skill, but it is
possible. Scraping the ice from
the . bathroom mirror helped
diminish the horror of being
confronted with a morning-after
face all at once.
Not removing my coat indoors
has saved me a lot of time and
energy. But when the headlines
tell me that scientists have
discovered that frozen foods
have more nutritional value and
taste better UNCOOKED (and
think of all the energy· saved!) I
draw' the line. I take care of my
stomach, although it caught a
cold recently as a result of the
draft created by constant cold air
in the esophagus.
I've observed my fellow-sufferers. Have you noticed an increased amount of noise pollution
lately? It's the constant blowing
of noses, coughing, stamping
of feet, clapping of hands and
vigorous jumping jacks necessary about every five minutes to
remind your blood that it's paid
to circulate.
Have you noticed that you can
never hear the T V , radio, or
your professor because of the
rustling and shifting of bodies--

· bodies trying to keep warm? Or
that nobody can stay in one place
for very long anymore, because
everybody KNOWS that freezing to death begins by falling
asleep.
Of course it's a conspiracy.
Restaurant, theatre and entertainment managers realize that
one way to draw a crowd is to
heat the place up. Get them out
of the house and into their places
so they can spend money.
Or the conspiracy could be run
by some physical fitness nuts--getting America back in shape!
When you're cold, you. can't stop
yourself from moving--what you
don't realize is that turning the
heat down is a coercive method
of getting us lazy people to
exercise. Carrying around
pounds and pounds of clothes on
m~c body has definitely added
muscles.
I think the adverse effects of
cold outweigh all the points made
in favor of reducing heat . .
There is no way to escape
cold--it permeates everything,
everywhere.
Cold is a threat to the physical
and mental health of the American people. Those Madison Ave.
people have convinced us again
to go against our natural inclinations, and believe that what is
good for them 'is good for us too.
Mass insomnia among the population could cause the militaryindustrial complex to break
down--all employes will be too
tired to work but too scared and
cold to sleep. Chaos. And the
mental stress is beginning to tell
already. I received many hostile
looks and verbal threats the day
I went to school without icicles
on my hair and eyelashes. Everybody knew that I had turned my
heat up.
Rig_h t now I'm going to engage
in radical, subversive behavior.
Little do they know that as I
close my curtains, I turn the
thermostat to 75, admiringly
examine an arm without goose
pimples, walk barefoot on warm
floors, smile luxuriously and
thumb my nose at the shivering
masses.

Gabriel may blow evict notice
to Earth's undesirable tenants
Scene: A pearly-lit executive suite. The
landlord, seated on · a throne-like chair, is
li~tening to the annual year-end report of his
Chief Collection Agent, Mr. Gabriel. _
Mr. Gabriel: And so, Sir, there's no question
that you have a beautiful piece of property
there, all right. Ah, the way the grass smells
after a rain. The brilliance of a snow-field on a
crisp morning. The softness of a desert in the
moonlight. The way a sea fog creeps in .....
The Landlord (sighing): Yes, yes, Gabriel, I
know. But let's get down to facts and figures.
What about deprec_iation this past year?
Mr. Gabriel (shaking his head): Not so good,
Sir. They've burned some more holes in
Vietnam, smashed up the Congo, put a few nicks
in Yemen and frayed the Arab-Israeli border
rather badly.
The Landlord: Just write it off under "Normal
Wear and Tear," Gabriel.
Mr. Gabriel (consulting notes): They've
poured another 16.2 million torrs of exhaust
funws, industrial smoke and other garbage into
the air, Sir. Really, it's rapidly lowering the
value of the entire property. (Grudgingly) Of
, tourse, I will say they didn't make it as
radioadive as they did the year before.
The Landlord (nodd_ing): See? That's an
('IH"ouraging not,e.
Mr. Gabriel: But it's a different story with the
walt'r supply.
The Landlord (sadly): I suppose it is.
Mr. Gabriel: Yes, they've dumped 13.2 trillion
rnon' gallons of sewage, mud, industrial
(·lwrni('als and other poisons· into virtually every
rini!Pt, ('ret'k anrl river. You cannot lie on your
!wily and drink from a cool, clear stream any
nwn· without ('hancing typhus, hepatitus,
('hol('l'a ..... .
The Landlord (holding up his hand): Please,
how were the crops? I assume . they've been
gTowing things.

Mr. Gabriel: Yes. I was going to get to soil
erosion next. During the past 12 months, no less
than 82.5 billion tons of rich loam ...... .
The Landlord (hastiiy): But they have been
improving the property, I'm sure. What about
new construction?
Mr. Gabriel: Yes. Let's see, they have built
112,23~ new public buildings, all of which they
claim will · look very ni_ce. Once the trees grow.
They have erected 27,342 new oil derricks on
once-pleasant hillsides, paved-over 43 alpine
meadows with freeways and ........... .
The Landlord (wincing): Not the alpine
meadows!
Mr. Gabriel (relentlessly): Yes the alpine
meadows. And, thanks to advances in rocketry,
they reached new heights with their debris.
While, at the same time, they have been busy
drilling a deep hole into the earth. To see what's
inside.
The Landlord: It's more curiosity than
vandalism.
Mr. Gabriel: Sir, you must face facts. You
have a beautiful piece of property and
undesirable tenants. By any conceivable rule of
property management, you have but one choice.
(Raising a golden horn to his lips.) Shall I sound
th(• eviction notice now?
The Landlord (hesitating): No, let's extend
t lwir short-term lease for just one more' year,
Gabriel.
_
Mr. Gabriel: But you've been saying that for
ages, Sir.
The Landlord (sig-hing deeply): I know,
Gabriel. But I keep thinking that sooner or later
t hey"re going- to stop aeting as though they
ow1wd the place.
.
Copyright 1964, Chronicle
Publishing Company, reprinted
by permission of the author,
Arthur Hoppe

Food: a global problem
Mr. Zalak wrote to Art Hoppe and
obtained permission of the above
article for the reprinting of this
article.

To the editor:
This art i<'le by Arthur Hoppe
shows some indjeation that he
rnay just be a few years ahead of
t lw times. At !Past it shows a
strong indication.
Most of us are confused over the
so-('al!Pd e1wrgy crisis. The energy ('risis is however, not the only
important issue as the food
shortage is also of importance.
Vfr're not gPtting hit so bad
l\1 ith
th(' exeeption of higher
pri('ing), but think of the other
o·uv .
.... A.t'ri<'a (('spe<'ially West Africa)
again faces another bleak year.
Th(' drought the y had last year.
was tlw •vorst they'v(' had in the
last six decades. ·
Dr. Nl'vin S. S<'rimshaw, (MIT)
says that th(' presPnt food
probkm is a global Onl', and will
not go away in the future.
What about future sources of
energf! This is probably a.

rm·pmost question in President
Nixon's mind. My guess is that it
may in('lude geothermal energy,
solar energy, fusion energy and
possibly nuclear energy, Alt hough I am skeptic of the latter.
Orw possible source depending
upon the geogTaphical locality, is
the windmill.
This machine
('onverts the energy of the wind
with (unfortunately) an ineffieient use of power, of which
mon' than about one-half is lost
in the transmission.

It may just be possible that they
may 01w day become popular, at
least on a greater scale than
present standard. The Dutch
have been adapting some of the
old mills to generate electricity.
Perhaps this too is possible in the
Ellensburg area.
What do I predict for the
future? The only thing I can say
is only God knows my friend.
Have a nice year.
Verbum sat sapienti
Edward G. Zalak

Eleven-year-old girl
argues for admission
To the editor:
Dear Dr. Grossman:
I was not informed of your
committee meeting that decided
that I may not attend a Chinese
elass and the Latin tutorial. I
would like to have the meeting
held once again with me attending this meeting also. I think that
I have the right to explain myself
to all of you. According to the
laws of our college I was
supposed to be notified of this
merting.
Mr. Bridges suggested that I
lw tested and offered to have a
man test me. I do not believe that
a test will prove whether or not I
am ablP to learn Chinese and
Latin. My work will prove
whet her or not I am able to do
the work. I am a well behaved
young lady and cannot imagine I
will disturb other students.
I de('ided last spring that I no
longer wished to attend public
S('hools. My reasons are that they
wen' not and still are not
teal'hing the things I wished to
learn, and I do not enjoy the, little
sol'ial games ehildrl'n play at
sl'hool lw<'aUS(' these games
_ waste my preeious time and mess
up m,v reality. I have never been
a disl'iplinar_v problem while
at tending public schools. I have
always re('eived good grades. I
also have always had friends.

To the editor:

ranee of two presidential
<'Ommissions, the American Med As you read this letter, a i(·al, Psy('hiatrie and Bar Associbrilliant Harvard psychologist at ions, and thl' drug commissions
and philosophN s its in prison in or India, Britain and Canada, Dr.
Calil'ornia. Dr. Timothy Leary is Lt'ary sits. in prison for the
in jail be<'ause he trusted the "<'rinw" of bC'ing found in the
<'onstitutional guarantee of free - .__ pn'S('tH'P of two roaches.
dom of speech, and spoke out for
I{ig·ht now we are dev e loping a
tlw viewpoint he believed in. national campaign to make peopToday, 10 years after he recom- le aware ol' the situation. This is
mended decriminalization of being do1w by distributing Timomarijuana, and after the concur- th.v\ lal<.'st writings, and

To the editor:
In response to the authorless
('artoon on page 4 of the Dec. 6
issue I am going on record in
protest against such vulgar gest u1ys. It was left to me to apply

* Coats-Dee Dee Deb-Fashion

~~
GOOD FOOD
GOOD SERVICE
REASONABLY

At 8th I Walnut

Across From · ca~Pus

through various media projcets
whi('h this publishing supports.
Our latest initiative is · a 25
rnillion dollar lawsuit a~)"tinst the
g'l> Vl'rnml•nt for eons iracy to
<'nl'oree the marijuana aws capri('iously, in order to suppress
disspnt
in
this
·ountry.
. Timothy is well and, as always,
boundlessly optimistic. He sends
you · his love.
Joanna Leary

Specials· in all Lines

Thursday & Friday Jan. 1O & 11

Built

*

Sportswear-Jack Winter-Catalina
& Personal
Dresses (special)-Leslie Fa-ye

*

120 E. 8th

I have the right to attend any
public education institution if I
wish to do so. Even though I may
not receive credit, like the other
students who also attend this
institution, I am still willing to
pay the tuition, although I do not
believe this is what one would
call "fair play." I think if one
wishes to learn something and is
able to find a teacher who is
willing to teaeh, that person
should be able to learn. I am
willing to pay the tuition; I have
tea<'hers willing to teach me; and
I am willing to work hard. You
are teaching courses that I wish
to take that no one else in
Ellensburg is tE:.'aching except
our rnllege. So I do not understand why I cannot attend Latin
and Chinese classes. After all
l his is <'alkd• a free country!
Sarah Catherine Crews
age 11

· over last cartoon

"JANUARY
CLEARANCE"

3 CHEESEBURGERS s1°9
(in lots only)

Just as others I pay taxes also.
My taxes and the taxes of others
pay for public institutions.
My father suggested to me that I
go to one of the Chinese classes
and see if I enjoyed it. So I went
and liked it. I think the calligraphy is beautiful. I believe that
I am able to learn Chinese. Whe'n
the time comes that I feel I am
ready, I also want to learn
Classical Greek.

Stud~nt blowsup

From prison, with love, from Leary

ARCTIC CIRCLE'S
~
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OPEN TILL 9:00 P.M. Fri.
Across from Lind Science
IN THE PLAZA
Hall
925-9131

where I wished, but I assume it is
in reference to the President of
the United States. It applies
mueh better to the puny little
Arab countries and to Egypt.
Where it applies is not the
issue. It is an example of gross,
tastpless, irresponsible and very
amateurish newspaper work. It
is very rude and uncalled for.
With the issues at stake, including the future of this institution
and many of our talented faculty
about Lo lose their positions it
seems there are other quarters
that need our most constructive
efforts in lieu of the rude, insulting irresponsibility the Crier has
chosen to display. Since the
paper is supposed to be edited I
shall assume this is the editorial
policy of the editors and other
students who work on the staff of
the newspaper, at least until I
hear otherwise.
As a laboratory newspaper it is
printed with public tax funds to
bP freely distributed. Therefore I
took the liberty of forwarding
copies to the President, the
Govprnor of this state and the
Legislature with my recommendations that if any part of
our budget should be cut then it
should be this irresponsible
newspaper of Central, not the
whole institution, just the cancer. So long as Public Tax money
is spent this irresponsible way
there will be budget -cuts and I
endorse them 100 p('r cent.
Jerrell D. Gorman

Letters to tke editor and peat
editorials are welcome. Letter
must be typed and limited to 250
.words. Editors reserve the right
to edit all letters for space and
libel. Letters must be signed.
They may be mailed or delivered
to the Crier office, SUB 218.
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Minority hiring program discussed;
'Point of neutrality reoched'-Brooks
Central's commitment towards
its affirmative action program
for the hiring of minorities and
females was discussed in a
meeting conducted by Dr. James
Brooks, college president and
Wally Webster, director of the
affirmative action.
All college personnel with
responsibility towards hiring
atlended the Monday, Jan. 7
meeting in the SUB small
ballroom.
Dr. Brooks said that the
college has a moral obligation for
the hiring of minorities and
females. An affirmative action
program is required at institutions receiving federal funds.
Dr. Brooks stated that the
college has reached a "point of
neutrality" in its hiring program,

and the program is approximately eight months behind schedule.
While social justice is hard to
accomplish, Dr. Brooks said that,
the Higher Education Guidelines
for Executive Order 11246 require the college has to do more
than just reach a state of neutrality. The college utilize the
minorities and women in as many
positions that can reasonably be
expected.
Emphasis was made that affirmative action ne~ds the support
of upper level administrators and
department heads. Each department and division is to evaluate
its hiring program, and if found
lacking, to set timetables and
guidelines to correct the inequities that were discovered.
Webster emphasized the im-

WE DELIVER
CAMPUS U-TOTEM

925-1600 ·

5 pm
DAILY ·

EUCLID WAY.

KEN'S-

Appliances & Small Engine Senice

We Repair All Appliances,
Small Gas Engines, and
most

MOTORCYCLES

300 West 3rd
925-4493
Hours 9 :00 to 5:30

portance of documenting all
steps that the college takes in its
strides toward eliminating hiring discrimination. He stated
that lack of documentation could
be grounds for a federal examination.
The affirmative action program is "taking steps beyond
those that you haw~ taken before.
And to do this you must firs't
make an evaluation and then
decide why you are discriminating, if you are in fact discriminating," according to Webster.

Non-citizens
must register
Mr. Richard W. Ahern,
district director of the
US Immigration and Naturalization Service, Seattle, states that the Immigration and Nationality
Act requires that aliens in
the US on Jan. 1, each
year, shall report their
address during the month
of January.

Dllll

This is required ev~n
though the alien has not
changed his address since
the last report. The patent
or legalguardian of an alien
child under 14 years of age
must submit an address
report for such an alien.
Address report cards are
available at any US post
office or any immigration
and naturalization service
office. The alien should ask
for form I-53, fill in all
items, sign the card, purchase postage and mail
directly to the address
preprinted on the reverse
of the form.

Turqoise, opals, blue ogates, custom
gold and silver work, wedding bands and
sets - one of a kind designs. Quality
diamonds at the lowest prices, jades.
Class rings redesigned, stoneware
pottery.

ART OF

JEWELRY I

WELCOME

gas stati_?ns
against gauging

309 North Pearl
Open Afternoons

A RARE SIGHT-This low price
per gallon of gas, once considered
expensive by motorists, now
represents a wish for things to
return to the good old days when
gas was plentiful. (Photo by
Terry Mullins)

In the "good old days," before
the energy crisis, motorists were
concerned about getting good
service at service stations. Now
they are forgetting about service
and are becoming more concerned with the product itself-gasoline.
A quick survey of the gasoline
stations in Ellensburg last Saturday revealed that many stations
were open and most didn't have
any limit on the amount a
customer could purchase.
Prices ranged from a low of
43.9 cents to a high of 48.9 cents
for regular grades while hightest ranged from 41.9 cents to
52.0 cents a gallon.
There have been stories circulating concerning service station
owners that have been overcharging customers. By law, says
the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) each service station operator must post ceiling prices in a
conspicuous' place. Prices can
only be changed once a month
and they must not exceed the
·posted ceiling price.
According to an IRS spokesman, ceiling prices vary according to brand . . This price is
computed by subtracting the
May 15, 1973 product cost from
the current product cost. This increased product cost is added to
the current retail price of gasoline.
The spokesman said that gasoline dealers were recently
authorized to increase prices one
cent during January and the
wholesaler was granted one-half
cent increase.
Motorists with questions or
complaints can contact the IRS in
Seattle at 442-0830.

Title I grant received
A $9077 state grant has been awarded to Central for its part in a
three-college study of the state's Title 1 Program for community
development.
The Title 1 program is a project in which the federal government
provides monies to states for community development work.
Dee Eberhart, of the geography department, will direct Central's
participation in the investigation which is designed to evaluate the
state's Title 1 activities.
Among specific study goals will be ·an attempt to see if the state
has made enough or proper use of college-university resources in
the community development work.
The Evergreen State College and Eastern will cooperate with
Central in the grant investigation. Funds for the study 'Vere
provided the three colleges by the state's Office of Community
Development, an agency set up to manage the Title 1 federal
monies.
-
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/

SPECIAL:
National Bank of Commerce
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NO SERVICE
CHARGE,10c
PER .CHECK
1111 5 CHECKS

Whatever your thing, pay for it with an NBofC checking account. There's no need to carry large amounts of
cash. Ask afuut an NBofC checking ac~52J.mt 6;oon

WE'VE GOT A WHOLE IEW·
SELECT-IOI OF .4& RPM OLDIES.

15' SCHOONERS
. 90' 'PITCHERS
301 .N.
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Sarah Crews wants to learn

but Central says 'no'

by Rick Dalvit
asst news editor
Sarah Catherine Crews does
not write or play piano concertos,
she does not even take ballet
lessons, and has never bowed a
Stradivarius in Carnegie Hall.

shop. This year Sarah decide that
she had had enough with public
school and would pursue her own
course of study and her parents
agreed and insist it is entirely
her own decision.
Neither of her parents feel
that she is missing anything by
not attending public school and
both exhibit remarkable faith in
her judgment and ability. "Of
course if I thought it was
anything really outrageous that
she was doing I'd put a stop to
it," said her father, "but I believe
she wants to do something
worthwhile and I'm unhappy that
the school wants to stop her."
Crews says he feels that Sarah
should not have to submit to any
testing.
"We can't make any exceptions
for some, or we'd wind up
making them for everyone," said
registrar Bridges.
If she lived in China she would
be learning Chinese, agreed Dr.
Grossman who said, "People her
age can often do better in a
beginning foreign language class
than most college students,
that's the time to begin a foreign
language." But, Dr. Grossman
reiterated that his committee

No. Eleven year old Sarah is
just like any other person her
age who refuses to attend public
school because it bores her and
who wants to enroll in college to
study Chinese and Latin. She
also has a fondness for Plato.
But Sarah's application to
Central has been denied and she
feels that she has somehow been
discriminated against.
"Personally I feel that she is
perfectly entitled to enroll," says
Lonald L. "Corky" ' Bridges, the
college director of admissions,
"In fad; I'm i:ot ~gains.~ a six
yt::ar olo enrollrng- if.. .....
" .. .If she can provide us with
some evidence of her ability to
perform at the level of the
classes she wishes to take, then
we can enroll her, or anyone for
that matter," says Dr. George
Grossman. Dr. Grossman chairs
the school's Admissions, Matriculation and Graduation Committee, whose function it is to
process and decide on unusual
enroflment applications. It was
this committee that rejected
Sarah's application and it
is
procedure that Bridges' admissions office must abide by the
committee's decision.
In a -letter to Sarah and her
parents dated Dec. 14, the
committee had reached its deci.sion as no evidence had been
furnished to it that Sarah is
capable of doing _college work.

Sarah Crews
that the committee meet again
with her attending. Sarah says
that originally she had · ·the
approval of Dr. Ho-Chin Yang to
attend his Chinese class with
her father, a Central student
with an inter-departmental
major in applied linguistics, and
that she had a personal recommendation from Hon Males, a
certified teacher who is her
unofficial tutor.
"I've never seen anything in
writing from Mr. Males," · said
Bridges, "And for that matter
I've never even seeri Sarah."
Sarah said that originally she
had the okay from Dr. Yang and
had been attending class, but
that Dr. Bilyeu, chairman of the
school's foreign language department had informed her that
she could no longer attend the
class as she is not officially
enrolled in the school. Sarah says
she is willing to take the classes
for no credit, but it is school

procedure that a student must be
officially enrolled to audit a class.
Sarah has the backing of her
parents, Timothy and Judith
Crews. Her father says he is
particularly upset by the school's
decision, that Sarah is 'capable of
doing the work and that she
demonstrated that on the first
day of class when she learned her
"bopomo" drill before anyone
else. "This is entirely Sarah's
idea," said her mother, "and we
support her in it. She has a
twelve year old sister who is
perfectly happy at Morgan Junior High and she has our
backing."
Sarah attended public schools
from first to fourth grade, then
attended a free school and last
year attended fifth grade in
Olympia where the Crews lived
while her mother atten-ded classes at Evergreen State College
and her father ran a pottery

must be satisfied that she has
complied with the procedural
requirements.
.
Sarah has not yet decided
what she wants to do when
she-gets older-larger-wiser?
One hesitates to say "grow up" in
Sarah's presence, she bristles if
the word "child" is used to
describe her.
Right now she wants to take
the Chinese class and she is
unhappy over the decision the
school is abiding by. She claims
to have her own private defense
fund, a person whose name she
refused to divulge that has
agreed to pay attorney fees in
case the ACLU will not take her
case. Sarah feels her rights were
violated by the committee as ·she
was not informed that
it was
meeting or that she could be in
attendance.
As it is right now, the situation
is a standoff, an institution
adhering to its steadfast principles of procedures to which
exceptions cannot be allowed,
and an exceptional eleven -yearold adhering to her own principles which she says she believes
Socrates would endorse. Wait
until she discovers Emerson.

WORD OF
JESUS

The evidence· that the committee would consider as sufficient
Up until six years ago, Harlie Goodwin quietly pastored a church
could be past school records, a
in Western Washington. When Jesus baptized Harlie with the
personal recommendation, or
Holy Spirit, the quiet cpurch gave Harlie the "left foot of
testing. "The testing would be
fellowship" but that was okay because in that same night, ·Jesus
conducted by the school's Psychcommissioned Harlie Goodwin to become a '"pastor to Forgotten
ology
Department,"
said
Men". The Lord directed him to go to prisons, detention homes,
Bridges. "They would determine ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~•and reformatories and share the gospel of the Lord Jesus ChrisL
what the test would entail and ~
In these past six years over 400 men have come to know Jesus as
what it would seek to detertheir Savior and Lord through this personal ministry, several of
mine."
whom are or were from Ellensburg. At the time of his commission,
Jes us guaranteed Harlie two things. One, that He would supply
"I don't want to be tested,"
every material need, but that he would not be supported by any
said Sarah, who does not know
1
particular "group." Two, that he would not come to any physical
what a transcript is and who
harm. Today, the abuhdance of God's supply has allowed
seemed to scoff at the idea of
scholarships to be established by Pastor Goodwin to Bethesda
having to hand in report cards
College -in Wenatchee for these men as they are released.
from public schools to the
A recent example of one of Harlie's experiences as he travels
college. She says she considers
throughtout the nation occurred here in our state. While d!'iving
report cards to be an ineffective
from Seattle towards Spokane, he observed three hitchhikers near
way of evaluating ability or
the Snoqualmie Summit. As he passed the two men and young
performance. She wrote a reply
woman, the Lord impressed him to stop. He drove on arguing that
to Dr. Grossman's letter in which
he would have to rearrange the car, and that they had enough
she stated she did not believe
luggage for six. Nevertheless; he ended up turning around to go
any test that would be given
back for them. After getting everyone situated, and as they
"will prove whether or not I am
started off to~ards eastern Washin.gton, the young lady asked
able to learn Chinese and Latin."
Harlie what he did. Harlie shared his calling, using a recent trip to
She stated too that she felt the
the Bellingham jail as an example. This was all very intere ting
~
"he
Admissions Matriculation and
considering· the young lady (18) had only the day before been
Graduation Committee had vio- ~~~~~.~~·~~~l~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1releasedfromtheBellinghamjail. Thec~cumstancessurrounding
lated the law by not informing
her release, she related, were most unusual, as she had been in
her of its meeting. She asked
trouble for six years, since she was twelve. But for some strange
reason, she had been pardoned by a judge to be free to marry one
of the young men traveling with her. Ephrata was their
destination for that day; however, the bridegroom-to~be was from
Spokane. Since Harlie had been priveleged to lead all three of
these youg people to a personal knowledge of Jesus Christ as
Savior and Lord before arriving in Ephrata, they made
it
925-4275
arrangements for contact in Spokane.
That Friday evening, Harlie telephoned the future bridegroom
Don't close your eyes.
and invited all three of them to accompany him to a businessmen's
Point it out to someone who
breakfast the next morning. They accepted on one condition--that
can do something about it.
Harlie marry them after breakfast.
During the breakfast, the new-born Christians received the
Baptism in the Holy Spirit. Following the meeting, they set out to
find a place for a wedding. Harlie felt impressed to stop at a certain
church building, where they requested the pastor's permission to
use the church for a ceremony. He was very obliging--even to the
point of decorations which "just happened to be there" for a
wedding that afternoon.
Some time later, Harlie was sharing all of this with a group of
men assembled at Warm Beach for a weekend, when one of the
F~ils,
men suddenly jumped from his seat and marched to the podium.
He said, "I'm the judge who released that girl, and ever since I
became spirit baptized I _pray over every case that come up before
me. Sometimes God gives me · crazy instructions .that . I can't
understand."
·
For some reason, God is blessing Ellensburg ' with Harlie
Goodwin's pres,e nce on January 11. He will minister whatever God
gives him at Pine Street Chapel at 7:30 p.m., and the public is
People start pollution.
'
cordially invited. On Saturday morning, at 7:45 a.m., Harlie'wil
People can stop it. .
sha:re his heart at a breakfast meeting· of the Full Gospel
Businessmen in Yakima at the El Cid Restaurant. The public again
_11 l -*•--·6th - 9~5..%~06 ~
KeepAmerica Beautiful
is invited to attend.

~
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CLIP AND .SAVE

CLIP AND SAVE

CLIP AND SAVE

WINTER QUARTER PRICES
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DELIVERY
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c

Cit

The -Best in Mexican Food ••• MUCHOS !

u

.

>

<
m

.

724 East 8th (Next to College Banking Center)

925-4000 .
Try Our Mexican Specialties

DELUXE BANDIDO ~::t !~~~~e~:~~:::'u0:::~~hT:::~0 1 • 35' DELUXE TOST.ADOAnOpenFocedTocowithleonGround.Beef,
Refried and
Pi-ntoTomato
Beans,......................
Grated Cheese, Crisp . 79c
·
. lettuce
--.
OUTLAW
DeluxeBondidowithChill
....................................
1
•
5
5
·REGULAR
BURRITOCrunchyDeepfriedFlour;tortilloFilledwith55c
,
Cheddar Cheese and refried Beans ...... .
CHILIADeliciousTamaleCovered 99~
TAMA LE WITH
.
with Our Own Chili ·.. ·.. ·....
MEAT Bu RR IT o ~eo~:::~~~:~o;;~::~l~eede~~t:ds~~:~a:!y ............ 15 C
0

CHILI BURGERARealTasteTreot ..................... ~ ..... 1. 05 TACO ·BURGER leonGroundBeefonlorge~unandCrisp
l5C
· .
Lettuce, Cheddar Cheese and Tomato ................. ·
n,

TA MALE ~::;:~·::.:·~::;,::'~:::'. :".;~·_c·~;'.'. •."'.'.' ...

Mexican styled food with that "irresistible taste"

!::

. .. . ... . . 8Oc ;

z

REF R-IT 0S Refried Pinto Beans Topped with Cheese ..................... ·····45cc
· C HILI Our C?wn Special Recipe ....... ····································. .········ 45 CP
:;;

MEXICAN DINNERS

·

MEX 1-F RIES Tater Tots with Special s~osoning ...... ·. ··········: ··········35 C

+!~,~.t!!~.~~~- ................. ' .1. 99 WEINETO ~;::~;·;~=1.;;~.~~_::·:.~·::;Fded ............................ 5455c
. cRu sTo sCovered
Basket of'wiGtolden
Curls ................... ·.·.......... ..
C
·Bu RR IT o DI NNE R
h SugarTortilla
and Cinnamon
+ T~ Salad. beaoo aod mH·"'•• .......................... 2 0 9 EM PAN AD As ~~.~·:::~~.:!•;; ~~=::~Fllllog ........................... 45
+' ~•~•~•~"~'~'~'~~~;!!...~!~,!~.~---······· :2 0 5 SALADra~·TlmeD•eHfog
Meot Bo";'••·

••Med

C

O

·············································:··········39c

0

Corn Tortilla Filled with Meat, Cheese and Olives. Covered 15 C
ENC HI LAD A DI NNE R
E NC HI LAD A with Our Speci~I Sauce and Topped with Cheddar Cheese ...... .
Two Enchiladas, Salad, and Toco Chips ········································.1 •8 9 MEX I Do G
. 3 5C
·
•
Hot Dog Rolled in ocorn Tortilla and Deep Fried ...... ···············
.·

+.

TACO CHIPSAlwoys.Fresh ............................................ 35c

Sorry no_substitutes

ICE CREAM

and

19 Changing Flavors
of Hard Ice Cream

FRESH -CANDY

w

>
<C

Old Fashioned

c

Made with hard Ice Cream

en

z

<C
o..

rl
""'

(preser~ative Free)

BANANA SPLITS ................... ·. . . . . . . . . . 1.00
SUNDAES ....60c
HOT FUDGE ....65c
SHAKES ...................................... 60c
MALTS ........•.............................. 65c
DISHES ............................ 22c ....37 c....52c
TRIPLE TREATS ................................ 85c
SODAS ..... ~ .................................. 60c
FLOATS ..·...................................... 50c

CLIP AND SAVE

CA-NDY PARLOR

· CLIP AND-SAVE

FUdge
Divinity
Rocky Road
Carmels
Licorice Buttons
. Peanut Clusters
Raisin Clusters
Almond Burch Bark
and Many Others

Peanut Brittle
Pecan rolls
Truffles
Mint Sandwiches
Sea Foam
Honey Comb Chips
Almond Omega
Peanut Squares

CLIP AND SA VE

n
r-

.-,,
. )> .

z

c

Cit

>

<
m
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CLIP AND SAVE

CLIP AND SAVE

j

WINTER QUARTER PRICES
Home and Dorm
w

DELIVERY MENU

Delivery

>
<C

Home and Dorm
Delivery

925-5900

z

BIG JOHNS

0..

HOME OF BIG JOHN BURGER

Cl)

c

<C

::::i

u

900 East 10th Avenue

BIG 'JOHN BASKET

BURGER BASKETS

BURGER AND FRIES

- w-

BIG JOHN ••.••••..••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.••..••• 1 .30
BIG JOHN CHEESE ...................................... 1..40 .
BIG JOHN CHEESE AND BACON •.•••••.••••••••••.••••.• 1.50'

1.05

BIG JOHN BURGER

1. 15
BIG JOHN . CHEESE AND BACON 1.25

BURGER AND FRIES

DELUXE . ...............•.. : ....•.•..... • · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · • 1.00
REGULAR . ..•.........•.....•.•.• ·. · • · • · · · · · · • · · • · · · · • · · · 90c
CHEESE BURGER DELUXE ........ .........•.............. · · 1.05
CHEESE BURGER .............•........•.. · • · · · · · • • · · · · • • · · 95c
BACON BURGER ...................... : ..... ·.·.···· ... . . ··· 1.10
BACON CHEESE BURGER ............................-.····· 1.15

BIG JOHN CHEESE .

PIZZA BURGER ••.....•••••...•.•.•••••.••••••• 80c
GRILLED CHEESE ....... ·.•.....•.•.••••.••••••. 55c
HOT DOG •...•.••..•.••.....•.•.••..••.•.•••• 60c
HOT DOG DELUXE .....•....•••••••..•.••.•.•••• 70c
FOOT LONG HOT DOG . . • . . . . • . . • . • • • . . . . . •••• 70.c
FOOT LONG HOT DOG DELUXE .•.••••••••••.••. 80c
·PRONTO PUP ...••••••...•••••••••••••..• .••••• 40c
CHICKEN AND CHIPS ••.•••••••.•.•..••.••••••. 1.7 5
TACO ...................•...•....•.•.••..•••.• 45c
BAR-B-Q BEEF •••..•....•..• ...•.••••..••.• ,••••. 75c
BAR-B-Qbeef, giant .•..•.••..•••••.••••••••••.' 1 .00
CUBE STEAK .....••.....•...•.•.•••...••••••• 1 .00 :
CUBE STEAK DELUXE ...•.•.....•.•.••. : •.••••• 1 .05

DRINKS

Large 30c Medium 25c Small 15c

Coke

Lime
Red Creme Soda
Root Beer

Tab
Orange
Grape

7-Up
dr. Pepper
Sassprilla

HAMBURGER DELUXE ••....... -.••...•.•.•...•••• 75c
HAMBURGER, REGULAR.~ ...•..•...•. ••....•...... 65c
(mustard and relish)
HAMBURGER, PLAIN .•.•••.....••.•.•••••.•..••. 65c
CHEESE BURGER DELUXE .•..•••••••..••••..•.•.. 80c
CHEESE BURGER, PLAIN ...•••••••••..••••••••••• 70c BACON BURGER ...•...•••••.•.•••••..•••....•• 85c
BACON BURGER AND CHEESE •..•••..•••..•.•••• 90c
FISHWICH ......•...•••........•......••.••.•.. 75c
FISH AND CHIPS ••.•...•..••••••..•••••.•...••. 1 .09
PRAWNS AND CHIPS •..••••••••.•••..•• ~ ..•.••• 1.59
TUNA SANDWICH .•••. .' ••..•• ·•••.•••••••••••.•• 70c
CLAM FRIES .......•......••••••.••••• • •••...• ·. 1 .20
FRIED HAM ...•.....•.••..•.•••••••......... ,••. 90c
FRIED HAM AND CHEESE •.•.••.••••....•.••.••. 1 .05
FRIED HAM AND CHEESE, DOUBLE ••••••• ~ ..••.•• 1.50
BACON, LETTUCE AND TOMATO .••••••.••.•.• ,.•• 95c
SHRIMP SANDWICH •••••••••••••••••• ~ .•· ••.• ,••• 75c

FRENCH FRIES

Large 60c Small 40c

TATOR TOTS •••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••.••• Large 65c Small 45c
ONION RINGS .....•.•••••••.•.•.....••.••••.••.••• • • · · · · 45c

SUNDAES
Wild Blackberry
Chocolate

Large 55c Small 45c
Strawberry
Marshmallow
Hot Fudge (Sc extra)

Pineapple
Butterscotch

FISHWICH BASKET
Sandwich and Fries

'

SODAS AND FLOATS •••.•••...•. Large 55c Small 45c
COFFEE AND TEA •••••••••.•••••••••••••••• ·••• 15c
MILK AND HOT CHOCOLATE •••••••••••••••••••• 20c

SLUSH

Large 30c medium 25c Small

l Sc

Cherry, Orange, Lime and Grape

CHOCOLATE FROZEN BANANA •••••••••••••••• 25c
~ , BANANA SPLIT ••••••..•.•.•••••••••••••••••• 90c
cn ICE CREAM SANDWICH .~ .•.••.•.•.•.•••••••••. 15c
c CIGARETTES with food or,der only .· •.••..•••••••• 55c
w

z

<C

-.....
u
0..

DELIVERY CHARGE

15~

MILK SHAKES
MAL TS ••••••••••
Root Beer
Cherry
Marshmallow
Wild Blackberry
Chocolate
Blueberry

Large 55c Small 45c
Large 60c Small 50c

Peppermint
· Fresh Banana
Butterscotch
Pineapple
Strawberry
Chocolate Showers

Licorice
Peanut Butter
red Raspberry
Cheesecake
Vanilla

ICE CREAM

n
i

Chocolate, Vanilla, a11d Special of The Day

)>

$1 .00 Minimum Order

Phorie 925-5900
Sunday - thursday - 6:00 p.m. - Midnight
Friday - Saturday - 6:00 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m.

CLIP AND
SAVE
'

.,,!::::

z

DISH •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••.••••• 25c

c

PINT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,
45c
QUART •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••• 80c

"'<)>

1

•••••

'----------------------------------------~
CLIP AND SAVE

m
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Brooks looks to ·the future
by Paddy Cottrell
Dr. Brooks says the college will be
managing editor
facing a number of problems in the next
College President James Brooks retwo or three years that "have not been
mains optimistic about Central's outlook . understood and that must be solved and
for the next two to three years despite
will be solved in the next two years."
current declining enrollment and the
"Again these· problems are not new.
budget problems facing the college_
They are basic problems that we have
Among other things, Dr. Brooks prebeen pointi,ng out for a dozen years."
dicts a drop in tuition fees, a leveling off of
He explained that until current enrollthe enrollment drop, then an increase in
ment and budget problems, it was
enrollment, a tapering off of major college
impossible to find an audience for these
construction projects, a more unique role
problems.
or mission for the college and a change in
"No one would listen, because we were
title from college to university.
in a period of growth and we had no
"I am optimistic about Central, I sense
enrollment crisis."
renewal, change in direction and improveTuition inequality problem
ment for the . college," said the Central
One problem that the president believes

Brooks: 'tuition and fees
should be lowered'
president. Dr. Brooks anticipates a
leveling off of enrollment drops in the next
two years, then an increase. He bases his
optimism on a number. of observations.
"With enrollment reduction there has
come or there will come a better
understanding of the basic, Jong existing
problems of the college by the governor,
legislature, the Council on Higher Education, other colleges and universities and
the public in general."
Liberal education need
Dr. Brooks believes that within the next
two years a number of people will learn
that there is a need in their lives for two
things-a good solid liberal education and
education that gives one the skills for a
career, not just a job.
The president says a career gives a
person more flexibility, whereas a job is
more likely to disappear and may be dull.
"There are too many short cuts to jobs.
being featured now. A number of people
will find out that the short cut they took
has short changed them, and thev will
seek additional education."
As a mediumcsized residential college,
Dr. Brooks believes Central will prove
most attractive in meeting this kind of
need.
A strong support for improvement and
new direction among most faculty is also
encouraging to the Central leader. "They
are taking the leadership in their
· departments ... and trying hard to meet
student needs."
·
A good geographical location, good
physical facilities and a number of
improvements in the curriculum since
1971 are also important pluses the college
has going, according to Dr. Brooks.
"We will reap the benefits of these
improvements during the next two
years," he said.

must be solved is the inequality of tuition
charges at the state colleges, community
colleges and universities.
"We need to reduce student tuition and
fees to halfway between state universities
and the community colleges," he said.
"We have said for years that it is unfair
to charge state college students approximately the same amo.unt as university
students are charged."
Currently students at the state's two
universities are charged $189, while a
Central student pays $165. Community
college tuition is $83.
Dr. Brooks said that in compa:-ing the
facilities and programs that the uriiversity
can offer as compared to the state colleges
it was inequitable for the college tuition to
be so close to the university tuition.
"Central cannot compete with the
massive physical, financial and human
resources of the UW and Central students
should not have to pay as much."
Dr. Brooks also observed that community colleges offer the same undergraduate
courses as Central for a substantially
lower tuition. "It is unfair to charge our
students twice as much as community
college students pay for the same courses
on the freshman and sophomore levels."
A new college title is needed within the
next two years, according to Central's top
spokesman. Either "Central Washington
University or Central Washington State
University," is what he suggests.
University title
"Half the colleges like Central in the US
now have the university title," says
Brooks, who believes the new title would
assist the college in many ways.
The college president had assigned a
priority to developing a wider and more
unique mission among the colleges and
universities for Central.
"Our current role as a school of teacher

education a~d arts and sciences through
the master's degree is too restricted and is
nor unique to us. Both the community
colleges and the universities teach similar
courses," explained Dr. Brooks.
He said that Central and the state
colleges have historically been gpod
teacher education schools and there was
no reason why universities had to be
involved in that business at all.
"We're asking (the legislature) that the
state colleges have the exclusive responsibility for undergraduate teacher education in the public four year college and
universities."
_
Develop specialties
Working with other state colleges
Central should select specialties and
develop them, said Dr. Brooks.
Obviously Central is not in a very good
position to develop a strong urban
planning or marine biology major, said Dr.
Brooks, who feels that programs of that
nature can be left to other state colleges.
He favors adding a master's program in
art, music and business; strengthening a
host of other areas and exploring the
addition of ag-ricultural education and
public. service majors.
_
Ori another subject the college president sees a tapering off of major
construction projects. Remodeling, additions and · special needs will be areas
where construction may continue.
There is a need for more office space,
more room for PE activities and a better
facility for speech, drama and the related
arts, said Dr. Brooks.
He also spoke in favor of the recently
adopted academic grievance policy which
he expects faculty and students to use in
the corning year.
"I welcome it; I think it is unique in
hjgher education," said the college spokes
man, who believes the policy is the first
dispute settler of its kind in Washington.
The academic grievance policy provides
a board and avenue to settle disputes
between teachers and students over
grades and problems related to classroom
conduct of both parties.
·
As far as the reduction-in-force program
goes, Dr. Brooks did not have any
predictions. 'Tm hopeful that the legislature will follow the lead of Gov. Evans
and give us time to make to proper
adjustments."
On mandatory college housing for
unmarried freshmen and sophomore students under 21, the college president said
the recent case being brought by the
ACLU on behalf of Judy Talman was
bringing the whole issue into focus for the
board of trustees.
He said a decision from the trustees,
who long ago had adopted the policy,
would be forthcoming on the validity of
the requirement, but that it is impossible
to determine what posittion they will
take.
Dr. Brooks does not see any movement
on the part of the college toward a three
year degree, if it means reducing the
curriculum by one-fourth.
The president believes that a student
could by taking larger loads, attending a
summer or two, and by good planning
finish a BA degree in three years.

River floating cG'ntinuji}d to be one of the most popular springtime activities.

Crier pictures ·1973 as topsy-turvy year
I

by Paddy Cottrell
managing editor
The year 1973 was like most years. It had its
tragedies and disappointments as . well as it,;
highlights and progress. Yet the year was
unique and the stories that made the news seem
to jog the old· memory and give one a sense of
where he's been.
,
Withdrawal from Vietnam, the revelations of
Watergate, aeclining enrollment, major college
budget problems, the river clean up, the
controversy over bicycles on the Mall, high food
prices and the energy crisis were all big stories
capturing the headlines in the 1973 Crier.
In interest of nostalgia, we'll now blow the
dust off the morgue of old editions and see how
the year 1973 looked through the eyes of tt1~
Crier.
January 12, 1973, almost one year from this
date, Crier front page headlines heralded the
beginning of the Dept. of Communication, t!te
resignation of ASC President Steve Harrison for
"academic reasons" a!J-d warned of impending
budget problems for the college.
The budget problems plagued the college for
the entire year, corning to a head in Decemb~r
when the trustees adopted the reduction-inforce policy that cut back nearly 50 faculty
positions.
The Joint Student Fees budget whose incon1e
is based on the number of students at Central,
was also cut back approximately 20 per cent, the
lion's share of the cutback coming from the ASC
bud gel.
In other first issue news, recreation director
Gerry Hover received backing from the State
Attorney General's office for his decision to
allow no discrimination on any basis in any club' s
constitution or meeting attendance rules. His
decision was in line with state and federal law.
The first Crier issue also told of the ACLU's
intention to file suit contesting the college's

Meat price~ were going out of sight, but now they seem to have leveled off.

Lexie Brockway, Miss Washington World

e

mandatory dorm living requirement for unmarried freshmen and sophomores under 21.
Yet it was not until fall quarter that the suit
finalt;' came to trial, with Kittitas Superior
Court remanding the case to the Central Board
of Trustee's for an official ruling on the validity
of the rule.
T~ board has not acted so far but a decision is
forthcoming. Steve Milam, assistant attorney
general for the college said that most any way
the board rules, an appeal will be made to the
couris·
January 26
Though not noted for its coverage of national
news, something so big, not even the Crier could
ignore it happened the week of Jan. 26.
Pre&,.Jent Nixon declared that his "peace with
honor" had finally been achieved through
negotiations in Paris and that all our troops and
POW's would soon be coming home.
In'he weeks that were to follow the POW's
were brought home and many, but not all the
MIA's were accounted for or returned. This
campus newspaper later carried stories about
students who had worn POW bracelets for
monftis or even years and how they reacted on
learning the status of "their" particular GI.
The lettuce boycott seemed to have some
steam back in the later part of January and
Feb~ary. Speakers, such as Father John
Henechan of Yakima, were brought to campus.
The campus MECHA club organized marching
in front of the local Safeway and citizens were
urged to sign petitions telling how much they
spenr at Safeway and that they would not be
spending this amount in the future because
Safeway was one of the biggest buyers of "scab"
lettuce. .
Aim the ASC elections were just something
else. Dan O'Leary, who was acting ASC
president after the Harrison resignation,
decided not to run. It looked like a match
betw#en Roger Ferguson and Jerry Seaman,
but then in a surprise move at the convention,
O'Leary accepted a convention draft and
Seaman was left in the cold.
•
Tl\en O'Leary dropped out just before the
final tJection, but his name had to be left on the
ballot. The result was a need for a run-off
election. Several run-off elections later, Ferguson defeated Seaman and a host of write-in
. candi.i.ates to become ASC president.
February 16
February 16 the Crier reported the gathering
of a few old alumn's and other for a "last hurrah"
to fotir old dorms that were soon to be torn
down--Carmody, Munro, Alfred and Montgomery. This quarter a big hole was carved in the
very cite of the old dorms and filled with water
for ~ntral ice skaters.
"Nineteen year old drink takes effect June"
read a choppy front page headline in early
March.
It probably would have too, if it wasn't for the
effor~ of a Seattle grade school principal who
came through just before the deadline with
enuugh signatures to put the new Jaw on the
November ballot. From there it was close, but
by a sarrow margin the referendum failed and
the 19-year-olds continue to drink illegally if
they choose to drink.
It was a year of war between the
admigistration and the press. The Crier carried
a number of editorials on the people's right to
know and the so-called enemies of the
press-Spiro Agnew, Perry Woodall and
President Nixon among others, some even at
Cent~l.

"How the hell are we going to get the truth
out to our readers if we are constantly engaged
in playing these games of 'don't tell anyone
but...'" said a Crier editorial.
And anyone who saw 1''Jorynce Kennedy, the
New York lawyer-actress-author, who spoke at
Central in March will never forget it. She said
Central had a "jockocracy" dominated budget
and that she was tired of "Vaseline dispensation" for rape victims.
Speaking of Central she said, "Ya'JI got it so
bad on every front."
As always, with spring the students take to
the water. As is almost always tragically true
the water takes a student. Dead was Jame&
Morrill, victim of a high wind at Vantage.
Even with the occasional mishaps, a majority
of the students return to the Yakima and
Vantage again and again to partake of the
aquatic opportunities.
In appreciation of the river a tremendous
effort was launched to clean-up the river.
Dubbed "TRY" (The River is Yours), the effort
involved the department of Ecology, Central
people and a number of community people.
The Crier was named the top paper among the
state college and universities by Sigma Delta
Chi.
April 10
Jack AndePson, the Pulitzer Prize winning
Washington D.C. columnist, told a Central
crowd on April 10, "I want to know what the
president doesn't want me to know."
"Unfortunately they have more people
covering things up than we have trying to
uncover them," he added.
In the next issue this, newspaper reported
consulting with the famous Rand Corp. think
tank in Califormia over bikes running into
pedestrians on the Mall. Their simple reply was
later adopted. Bikes are now to be walked on the
Mall during class breaks. Perhaps the famous
think tank could come up with a feasible way of
enforcing this.
A picture of the Lone Ranger with the
headline "Hi-Ho Silver away! Today you ride it,
tomorrow you may eat it," was somewhat
representative of the meat crisis. (Everything
seems to be a crisis this year and last.)
Meat prices seemed to soar abnormally when
compared to everything else, but they seemed
to level off, closer to the regular 5-7 per cent
, inflation rate that other goods and services
continue to use as standard.
April 27 and 28
"A Community Day On Caring" was actually
two days-April 27 and 28. Community and
college gathered · together to hear speakers,
have discussion and see films, in addition to
sharing a little caring.
The city engaged a crack down on bikes and
started ticketing any bike that did not have a
city license. They also gave more tickets for no
reflectors or lights and failing to stop at the stop
signs.
Exit head residents and resident assistants.
Exit authoritarianism. Enter responsible freedom, living group advisors and a host of new
terms. Big changes were made in the dorms this
year, partly for philosophical reasons, partly for
financial reasons.
It seems the new dorm changes have led to
some problems though. Without head residents
to solve problems, police have often been called
to solve problems.
But college officials seem confident the bugs
can either be tolerated or worked out, and the
new dorm policy is likely to stay.

Hitchhiking passed f but there is a movement to repeal it.
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Health center:s
Dr.1.W ickerath
diesat51

Trustees approve
leaves for eight
Professional leaves for eight
Central faculty members during
the next academic year have
been approved by the college
board of trustees.
The eight, only a portion of
those eligible for such leave,
were granted time I~r professional research and study when
their department heads assured
trustees that their classroom
work can be adequately covered
during thei.J: absence.
Those to be on leave and their
research projects are: John
Agars, art, study of new developments in the field of graphic
arts and screen printing;
Paul LeRoy, history, travel to
Africa for research on a publica-tion about 19th Century Ethiopian slave trade.
·
- George Macinko, geography,
study at the University ~f
California at Berkeley, the Umversity of Indiana and at Edin-

burgh, Scotland on environmental policies and humanistic perspectives.
U sl}a Mahajani,
political
science, research at the Library
of Congress and in Southeast
Asia for a project on "Politicization and Political Roles of
Women in Southeast Asia;"
Hazel Dunnington, speech and
drama, research in educational
drama and children's oral language.
Webster Hood, philosophy,
research on technology as a
philosophic problem at London
School of Economics and the
University
of
Toronto;
Catherine Sands, anthropology,
study at the University of
Southern Florida in an anthropology specialization.
Eugene Kosy, business education and administrative management, study and travel in the
US and abroad in preparation for
publication of a text book.

E

Dr. Karl C. Wickerath, 51, who
was director of the Student
Health Center died Sunday, Dec.
30 at a Seattle hospital. He
suffered from Hodgkin's disease,
a cancer of the lympth glands,
which was the cause of death.
Dr. Wickerath headed the
health center from September
1970 through last quarter. He
entered the hospital for treatll}ent shortly before his death.

A LITTLE CAUTIOUS-but still courageous, these people braved
the lasting cold spell that has settled on Ellensburg to take a spin
on the newly-formed ice skating rink, located just south of the
Languag~ and Literature building.

Dr. Wickerath was born Dec.
12, 1922 in Duesseldorf, Germany: he came to the U.S. as a
small boy with his parents and
attended school . in Chicago.
He served in the South Pacific
with the Seabees during World
War II. He received his first
degree in mechanical engineering from Chicago Technical College and operated Richmond
Machine and Engineering Company of California before entering medical school.
He received his doctorate of
medicine from Creighton University, Omaha, in 1968.
He
served his internship at Highland
Hospital, Oakland, then moved to
Cle Elum where he lived and
practiced medicine before coming to Central.
He was a member of the Phi Chi
medical fraternity.
Funeral service were held
Saturday at Eversons Funeral
Chapel with the Rev. Don
Meekhof officiating.

Foreign Car Repairs .
and Parts

·SPORTS BOTIQUE
411 N Pearl

He is survived by his widow
Rosellen and his four children,
Robert, Linda, Thomas and
James and his mother, Elisabeth
Fuchs, all of Ellensburg. His
oldest son Robert is a freshman
at Central.·
Dr. Wickerath was active in the
Ellensburg Family Planning
Clinic and in organization of the
upper county, hospital district.
He was a man who shared his
personal analogies with his patients. One of his more frequently
told stories was about a boy who
felt badly for himself because he
had no shoes until he saw a boy
who had no feet.
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Whiting focuses on editorship
by Byron, Vandegrift
staff writer
The Campus Crier will be experiencing the influence of a new
editor-in-chief for the next two
academic quarters.
Bill Whiting, who dislikes
titles, will be taking over Phil
"Smitty" Smithon's job after
three weeks -of indoctrination
with Smitty as overseer.

news; "Something similar
Arts in Focus."

Whiting has new ideas and expectations for the Crier. "I don't
want to burn down the mission to
save the people, but I wouldn't
mind starting a few tires here
and there."
He wants to include Third
World News, which the Crier has
never covered, and get something started about women's

<-

I

.OVERTOI
TRIPIOIL FISH
........ p.m.
Closed Sulldars

Wilson Creek Rd

to

Bill Whiting
The Arts in Focus column will
continue, but Whiting will not be
writing that any longer.
A television .log of prime time
broadcasting will be included in
the Crier. The log will cover all
channels covered by cable.
Whiting said the log should not
be just "stuck in the paper," but
can be made a feature through
graphic design.
"The purpose of the log, beside
performing a service, is to keep
the newspaper out of the trash
can longer," Whiting said.
Whiting wants to change the

front page from five columns to
four. "The front page should be a
page of design and prime news."
He wants editorial opinion to
present both sides of an issue and
will encourage editorial opinion
"that seeks into issues and takes
a position."
"The opposite of that opinion
should accompany the editorial in
the same issue with cross references."
Whiting, who is 27-years-old,
married and has one child, has
entered graduate school beginning this quarter.
Whiting said, "I believe that it
is time to let new ideas and new
opinions run the Crier."
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1Community to Use SUB
by ·Paddy Cottrell
managing editor
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How the SUB can be more fully utilized by the
entire Ellensburg community is a topic of
discussion among some student and community
leaders and the SUB staff.
Stressing that all ideas so far were "very
tentative," SUB director Don Wise said
discussiop on the community use of the SUB was
being limited to the slack SUB hours: evenings,
weekends and during quarter breaks.
"We have a very large and comfortable
facility that'.s not .being used to capacity by any
stretch of the imagination," said Wise, who
added there was a need for such a place in the
community.
A meeting for exploratory discussions will be
held next Wednesday. Invitations are being sent
representatives of three local high schools, the
chamber of commerce, religious leaders, the
_ city park and recreation department, student
leaders, the SUB staff and other local agencies.
"If we do this, we're going to do it right," said
the union building director. He believes the
community must be involved, and the organization, is a must for the success of any kind of
program.
In the simplest form, said Wise, people are
talking about having a community group
provide a person to be here to respond to people,
listen and facilitate the job of the night manager.
ASC President Roger Ferguson, a strong
advocate of more community use of the SUB,
stated students would be able to participate in
new activities and have lab experiences in
recreation and psychology, if more community
programs were developed.
"In Ellensburg, junior high and high s('.hool
.kids have no place to go except to cruise 8th
Street or meet in Albertson's parking lot," said
the student leader.
"This building (the SUB) has a high potential
for bringing people together," said Ferguson.He
thinks there's been too much emphasis put on
catagorizing people a.s high school students,
community people, old people and college
students.
Another student spokesman, Bill Gillespie,
who is RHC chairman, said he thought the move
towards community use of the SUB was a good
idea, but that there should be controls.
"We can't just let them run through the
building," said Gillespie. "We can't even do that
with our own students; we have to have night
managers."
Speaking for the SUB staff, Wise said, "We're
excited about the possibilities, but we're aware
of the risks."
The SUB director indicated the more people
in the SUB the greater the potential for human
problems. He said there was a possibility of
conflict between high school students and the
college students who felt their building was
being taken away from them .
"Obviously, if we kept the place completely
empty, we wouldn't 'have any problems," he
stated.
Wise said the discussions were not about
changing the SUB. State law requires that as a
public building, the SUB be open to all
law-abiding people, and Wise indicated meetings
were concerned with making use of the SUB at
times when it was not being used.
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Victims of blizzard helped by community effort
A chain reaction collision that Kittitas Valley Community Hosmay have involved as many as 80 pital and many others were left
cars Off the first day of Winter without a place to stay because
quarter caused the community to all available accomodations were
come together to help victims filled.
and way-layed travelers.
Thirty-one
people
were
The incident on I-90 a week brought from the wreck scene,
ago last Wednesday was the via Sheriffs department bus, to
r esult of 40-50 mile an hour winds the county courthouse and the
shipping the snow into a blizzard Silver Circle Center.
Jim Hollister, director of coland near zero visibility condi- ,
tions
.
lege housing, reports receiving a
According to the Associated call from Terry Leberman, board
Press and local newspaper ac- director for the local Red Cross
counts, at least 30 vehicles were on -Wednesday evening.
t owed from the scene of the
"We talked more than once by
accident, 15 miles east of Ellens- phone that night," recalls Holburg on I-90 and police reports
set the number of vehicles
involved between 60 and 80.
Both I-90 east and I-82 to
Yakima were closed approximately six hours stranding
Central students may be living
many travelers in Ellensburg.
next door to a group of retired
As it turned out many people people next fall. A proposal to
and organizations in the com- move people of retirement age on
munity responded to the need, campus is underway.
inclyding Central, firemen, Red
The Retirement Planning
Cross, Kittitas hospital, Police Committee is involved with the
agencies and a number of private plan. The 2-year-old committee,
citizens.
solely operated within the colFortunately, no one was killed lege, has Elwyn Odell, professor
in the compound mishap, but a in the political science departnumber of people were sent to ment, as its chairman.

lister. He wanted to know if the
college could he_lp in housing
approximately 25-30 people. Hollister told Leberman the college
would do all it could to send the
people over the Munson Hall.
But due to an overwhelming
resonse from private citizens
opening up their own homes to
the stranded visitors, only about
six people stayed in the Munson
facilities.
Ken Dodson of Spokane was
one who was very happy to find
t he college facilities available. He
rushed to Ellensburg after being

notified that his son, Peter, 29,
was in critical condition in the
Kittitas Valley Community Hospital.
"After visiting the hospital, I
took a taxi to find a place to
'stay," said the elder Dodson,
"but the taxi driver told me that
all the accomodations were full."
Dodson reports that the taxi
driver found out about the
college offer after several calls on
the taxi radio.
According to the father, his
son was critically injured when a
snowplow rear-ended his son's

car. At last report, Peter Dodson ·
was in much improved condition.
"Lucky that nurse was there," _
said the father. He credits a
University of Washington
nurse's first aid at the scene with
saving his son's life.
Myrna Aa vedal gave first aid
to the younger Dodson and
several others at the wreck
scene.
"In all, Ellensburg people are
just great," said the father,
"even the hospital volunteered to
let me stay there, if I couldn't
find some pl:;ice to stay."

'Old folks' to move in as part of. rebuilding plan
The reason why f€t:r~d people
might be brought or. campus is
complicated, said Oddl. He mentioned that the experience of old
and young being brought together can be beneficial for both.
. "They can learn from each
other and contribute to academic
life." Also it may "end the isolation that many older people
have."
The idea is still in the planning

stages and some things about the
program are not known or have
not been decided yet, such as
what dorms will be used, how
many people will be housed and
what the requirements for admission will be.
Odell said he hopes to have it
"firmed up by June" and start
distributing information in preparation for the retired people to
move in by fall of 197 4.
He foresees no conflict bet ween students and the older
people for any reason. "Experience has been that they get
·along just great--no problem."
Making college 'health facilities
available to these people "has

oeen considered but not worked
out."
The cost to the retired people
for the housing would be the
same as to the students.
The problem of low student
enrollment is making the housing
available. Odell does not expect
it to increase.
"Projections are that it will be
leveling off and stay that way for
some time."
He said the policy for the new
residents will be that they may
stay as long as they want. There
would be nobody admitted that
require nursing care. "They
would all be mobile."
Admission will be based on
first come, first served. ·

Survey favors Women's Lib
Comparing the results of the
Purdue survey with a national
survey conducted by Redhook
last year, Chassler said that only
29 per cent of the college women
were strongly or generally in
favor of the Women's Liberation
Movement (WLM), compared to
53 per cent of the single women
who responded to the national
survey. The students were also
more inclined (50 per cent) than
the single women nationally (37
per cent) to view members of the
WLM as aggressive or neurotic
women or women with sexual
problems.

ALL SKIS REDUCED

More than 20 percent of the
Purdue women said the WLM
had made them "dislike women
more,"while only 3.5 percent of
the national sample felt this way,
and the majority (54 percent) did
not feel the movement would
have any effect on their lives.
Although the large majority of
the student respondents felt they
had been discriminated against
as women in some w.ay, they
were not members of any women's organization and 54 percent said that ,the best way for
women to overcome discrimination was to work with men in
organized groups. Only 38 percent of the single women nation-
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ally saw this approach feasible
solution.
Nearly 92 percent of the students agreed that women earn
less money for doing the same
work as men, yet 43 percent held
to the belief that if a woman
really wants to get ahead, there
is little to stop her.
A total of 2175 women students
responded to the 100-question
questionnaire distributed by
Redhook. Ninety-nine percent of
the respondents were single and
under 24. Although 22 percent of
them are planning to combine
marriage or a love relationship
with a career, 43 percent said
they would not want their
husbands to help with child care
and housework.
As a person sympathetic to ·the
goals of Women's Liberation,
Chassler said he was encouraged
to find that as they mature the
student's attitudes change somewhat. "Seniors are more aware of
discrimination that freshmen,
juniors and sophomores, and
they are slightly more in favor of
Women's Lib. While the large majority expects to combine
marriage and career, they also
favor the type of marriage that
runs on an equal division of the
labor involved in maintaining a
home and raising a family."
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~-Bogus robbers take Central for $25,000-.. . . .
-
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continued from p. 1

While I was in the process of examining a typewriter, someone
looked inside the room, saw two men in army jackets looking
through private property and gave a polite apology for intruding
before he left.
The drama department suffered an additional loss when the
thieves were able to enter the costume room on the first floor- of
McConnell Auditorium. Sewing machines, irons and costumes
wer e all t heor etically stolen.
Wh ile Chief Pickles kept a watch, I ent ered t he office of a
professor whom I have decided not t o name. His door was unlocked
and open. Inside I fo und an adding machine, an overhead
pr ojector, an expensive (and quite comfortable ) easy chair , and a
miniature library.
Mitchell Hall was properly locked, but Chief Pickles mentioned
that in the past, the building had not been as security conscious.
While walking around the campus one evening, Chief Pickles
found one of the building's back doors open, due to a large rock
which had been placed in the door earlier that day.

He suspected the employees used the rock so they would not
have to use their keys when returning from lunch break.
· Figures from the college inventory control office show that in
1972, Mitchell Hall contained approximately $133,000 worth of
equipment.
From there we walked to Sue Lombard Hall where an unlocked
door admitted us into the Counseling and Testing Center. Here we
found a few treasures such as a four-burner portable stove.
"Hopefully, the next shift of my men on patrol will catch some of
these unlocked doors," said Chief Pickles as we moved towards the
front entrance to Sue Lombard Dining Hall. "But they can't get
every one of them each night."
Sure enough, we found an open door and walked in while at least
five passing students watched without a word. Once in the lobby,
an unlocked door, marked "supervisor,"· opened wide to display all
those deliciously expensive goodies itching to get grabbed.
In th e supervisor's office we swiped a typewriter, the controls to
a public address system, a radio and an amplifier. Just for the heck
of it, I took someone's umbrella.
The big merchandise was in the dining hall itself, meat cutters,
silverware, furniture, soda · dispensors, cash registers and
mountains of pots and pans. With the portable stuff alone we could
have opened our own cooking school.
Two peple could easily lift the electric meal card validator and
punching machine, valued at $6000. For the more ambitious
theives, there was a piano in one of the dining hall sections and
what goes in must somehow go out.
We were about to make our exit via a side door when a
conveniently placed sign warned us that opening the door would
set off an alarm. I couldn't help but think how thoughtful those
people were to put that sign there.

Crier l-0oks
into college
'open door'
practice

AN UNLOCKED DOOR-unwatche,P building, and the right
type of individual could lead to a
wave of "crimes of opportunity"
throughtout this campus. One
storeroom door improperly locked as shown costing thousands of
dollars each year .

Lind Hall, the scene of the recent audiovisual equipment theft,
was our next stop. We assumed that the building would be
security perfect after $2,000 in equipment had been stolen only a
month ago by someone who apparently came across the equipment
by accident and promptly walked off with it.
Instead, we found that we were able to enter laboratories and
classrooms, finding such things as projectors, precision scales and
various t echnical gadget s that looked complicated and expensive.
Upon exiting from one of the lab rooms, we startled a janitor
working in t he hall. Aha, I thought. We're finally going to get
caught and Pickles will have to explain our suspicious behavior.
Eyein g us car efully, he demanded, "Can I help you fellows?"
"No," we said and continued down the hall, testing for unlocked
r ooms to enter. That was it . He went back t o his wor k and we to
ours .
We were getting tir ed of this life of crime, so Black Hall was t he
last scheduled stop for the night. It proved to be the best one of all.
The first floor is occupied by four small auditoriums that each
contained two televisions sets, a movie projector and an overhead
projector--all in all, a perfect location for a thief to make a hit.
The second floor was crowded with a couple of night classes, but
no one seemed to mind two guys without a single book between
them, walking in and out of every classroom. The rooms held
miscellaneous articles such as typewriter~ and projector.s. If
anyone cares, we could have taken a quick dinnner break, courtesy
of the janitor on the second floor who left his lunch unguarded in a
lounge.
During, and since that night, we managed to find a couple of
extra tips for potential takers of college goodies.
Although SUB security is generally good, three entrance doors
were found to have defective locking mechanisms, and could be
opened with a hard tug.
·
Hertz Hall al~o has good security, with student watchmen
stationed at strategic points during the evening. But if anyone
knows how to unload about 60 music stands with CWSC painted on
each one, the outside entrance to the band practice room stays
unlocked at .night.
The purpose of our excursion was not to get anyone fired, but
only to point out that expensive equipment is .being left in a
situation that allows "crimes of opportunity" to happen, such as
the incident in Lind Science Hall mentioned earlier.

Chief Pickles said that t'hese opportunities for theft occurances
might cease if department heads would see that all offices were
securely locked at the end of . the working day, and that the
custodians re-lock each door immediately after cleaning has been
completed instead of waiting until the entire building has been
cleaned. For example, while the custodian was cleaning on the
second floor of Black Hall, we were "stealing" television sets from
the auditoriums on the first floor.
I wonder how the security is on upper campus? We might just
have to go out on night maneuvers again to find out and-the next
time we'll name names.

ONE STOP SHOPPING!
Groceries, Sporting Goods, Hardware, Mens,
omens, & Childrens Clothing, Yardage, Shoes,
Photo Supplies, Stereo, Radio, Toys.

·cAR WASH 75c .
WASH & WAX s1° 0

,\\\ \\ I .I .//
\

FREE WASH WITH 10 GAL.
PURCHASE OF TEXACO QUALITY GASOLINE .
<

"

ROBO CAR WASH-·
2nd I Pine .

Apri I l 5 ;
deadline fo r
summer aict
A spokesman for Cent r al's
Office of Cou nselin g and Fina ncial Aid an noun ced t hat applicat ions for fi nancial aid dur ing t he
comin g summer quarter will be
accepted during t he per iod fr om
March 4 through Apr il 15.
J ohn Liboky, direct or of fi nan- ·
cial aid, sa id t he t ime per iod was
est ablished to allow stude iits
nla nning to leave Ce nt r al dur ing
spr ing quar ter and r eturn in fhe
summ er t o still apply for s ummer
aid .
Money fo r summer aid comes
from leftover funds from th e
regular academic year, and money r epaid th e office by form er
stud ents who have since found
jobs.
Presently, t he financial aid
office is st ill accepting applica- '
t ions for winter and spring
quarter aid, although , the availability of such funds will not be
known until the middle of this
'month.
"We are still committing a few ·
funds for ,this quarter," said
Liboky, "and · definitely for next
quarter."
Applications are now being
taken by the office for assistance
in the 1974-75 school year.
Students applying for financial
aid must turn in both a Central
financial aid application and a
student financial statement or a
· parent's confidential statement.
Central ·applications are due in
Barge 209 by April 1. The other .
statement must be sent to P.O.
Box 1501, Berkeley, Calif. by
March 1.
· . According to an aids spokesman, applications received after
the above dates are put in a ··
pending file and are considered /
only after all other award~ ha~~
been made, if money -becom~s
available.
• . · .. -· · ~
f ,
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Oregon

2S,- Centraf 11

Grapplers thrashed
by'O'regon Ducks

Sporls

_____At 126, Central's Bob Pierce
At 167 pounds, Central's Dan
found the going tough against Older, a junior out of Highline
the current Greco-Roman Na- Community College, suffered a
The crippled Wildcat. grap- tional Champion, Joe Sade, and 3-0 setback at the hands of
plers dropped a 28-11 decision to found himself outpointed 14-1. Duane Stutzman, last year's
the talent-laden University of Gene Viernes found no easier Pacific 8 Conference Champion.
Oregon Ducks last Saturday at road in dealing with Oregon's 'Cat Rich Burkholder then took
Nicholson Pavilion.
Mike Oilar. Oilar, who was the spotlight for the 177 pound
The high-flying Ducks pow: undefeated in dual meets last competition but was unable to
ercd their way to victory on the season, thumped Viernes 19-3 for break the tight grasp of the
strength of two major decisions, another major"' decision, bringing webfoot's Don Evans.
one pin and one default. The the score to 8-3.
Evans scored the only takeCentral wrestling squad · was
Things went from bad to worse down of the match and finally
weakl'ned hy injuries, to two key for Central when the Duck's held on for a 5-0 decision
performers, Greg Gowens and Shuije Shoji, 1973 ,NCAA quar- mounting the lead to 20-9.
Kit Shaw. Gowpns, third in the terfinalist, pinned Gary Eby at
At 191 pounds, Central's
NAIA National Tournament last 5:57 pumping their lead to 14-3.
season is still nursing a leg injury
Next to the mat for the Rocky Isley and Oregon's Buck
and Shaw, suffNing from a slight Wildcats came John Burkholder, Davis battled to a four-all tie, -recording two points for their
shoulder separation, was last to help save his team from
season's
NAIA
134-pound destruction. Burkholder man- resp~ctive schools. - Isl~y manehampion. --- -hand-led his Duck opponent, Gene euvered for an escape in the
The .Cat's got started on the Dixon, and r.ecorded a 10-2 third and final period to knot the
.
right foot' as -freshman Willie _ decisio!1. At 158 pounds, Wildcat score.
In the heavyweight division,
Guy, a Sunnyside product, over- Dewey Parish, <~fter trailing 4-3 the Wildcats' Ned Nelson, after
powered Steve Hart for a 6-2 after the se<'.ond period, came
leading 3-2 in the second period,
decision at 118 pounds. Central hack to score a key takedown and
was forced to default his match
then took giant steps backward eombined with riding time and a
following a severe blow to the
coming off on the wrong side of penalty point emerged the vic.head
while being drilled to the
two major decisions and a pin.
tor, 7-5.
mat by Rick ~Reitman. The six
team points for the default
boosted the score to 28-11,
ending the action.
Central head coach Eric
Beardsley felt the match would
have b~en much · closer had
Gowens and Shaw been able to
compete, but was not disappointed in his team's performance. Last year · in Eugene,
Beardsley's team could only
manage one win.
Oregon's head wrestling mentor, Ron Finley was impressed
with Central's team and compares· them vPry favorably over
Eastern On'gon, an earlier victim of the traveling Ducks. When
askl'd to eompare the two he
said, "There is simply no com, THINCLAD (?) TURNOUT-Reese Colbo, left, a freshman
parison."
For One Week
quarter-miler from Port Orchard and Ray Spore, a pole vaulter
Tomorrow -and Saturday the
from South Kitsap High, were among "about 25 people" who
Wildeats will he at Oregon Tech.
t unwd out for coach Tom Lion vale as the 'Cats held their first
Starting Thurs., Jan. 10
for tournament action.
t raek t lirnout last Monday: (Photo by Gonzales)

by Clint.Anderson
sports writer

PIZ·Z A
PLACE
~ suPER

SPECIAL

25% ·Off

ON
ALL ·PIZZA

Gridders
_honored
at banquet
Perma-Press

PANTS
Double Knit
Cuffed Slacks

20% Off
LEATHER

COATS.
Up To

403 Off·

Quarterback John Coen, a 1972
NAIA All-American and an AllEvergreen conference, All
· NAIA-district 1 choice this year
has been chost'n captain of the
1973. Central W<!shington State
College football team.
Tn annou1wenwnts madP at a
team banquet during Winter
quarter, the senior from Tacoma
and Wenatchee Community College joined three other Wildcat
footballers in receiving awards. _
Linebaekl'r Don Cox, also a
Taeoma senior, was voted · the
inspirational award by his teammates. Cox, like Coen, also
t>arm'd All-Conference and AllDistrict honors this season.
SU:'ve Freemen, Wenatchee
junior, was named best blocker,
and Jim Tremper,' Camas, was
elPcted outstanding freshman. \
Head Coach "Tom Parry, him- ·
self named both conference and
district-coach-of-the-year,
also
presented All-Conference and
All-District awards to Coen, Cox,
defensive tackle Erv Stein, Tacoma senior; center Doug Cail,
Tacoma senior and defensive
back Greg Bushaw, Seattle senior.

Women's
basketball
hopes high
--

-

by Jackie Humphries
sports writer
Spectators will view a "completely different game" as the
women's extramural basketball
team opens its season this
Saturday, Jan. 12. The team's
first game against Montana's
Flathead Community College begins at 10 a.m. in Nicholson
Pavilion. The second -game, at 2
p.m., is against the UW.
The 'new look' in women's
basketball includes new rules as
well as playing skills. No longer
is the game confined to half the
court-the 5-member tea.m plays
the entire court using the same
rules that govern the men's
game.
Eleven women are returning
to the team and 13 additional
freshmen and transfers are completing the roster. Coach Pat
Lacey indicates there will be A
and B teams, but there will be a
great deal of mobility between
the two as individual performance dictates. It is still too early
to tell who w,ill start Saturday's
game. Lacey predicts the semiexperienced team "will have
some height problems-but should
overcome this with their speed."
Central's team will be playing
all the Northwest teams this
season. Their strongest contenders will be WSU and Western. Each of these teams have
won the Northwest Tournament
and gone on to the Nationals. The.
UW will also be a strong
opponent.
Central closed last year's season with a 7-7 record and placed
5th in the Northwest Tournament.
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Winter MIA events announced
swimming will get underway,
but again scheduling will depend
on the availability of facilities.
Singles handball, which was
originally planned, is still pending according to Gregor because
there are only two handball
courts and the intramural program might possibly monopolize
the available time.
In the recently completed volveyball action, ~·The Friends"
emerged victorious surviving a
tough single elimination tournament with a last round win over
."Primo Warriors."
Team members of the winning

by Clint Anderson
sports writer
Basketball, wrestling; and
swimming head the list of MIA
activities this quarter as announced by Dr. John Gregor,
·MIA director.
Basketball is first on the
agenda with roster forms due
Jan. 14 and play beginning two
days hence. Games will be played
in the early evenings but full
schedules have not been comThe Central Bowling Club met
for a reorganizational meeting
Jan. 2 at the Rodeo City Lanes,
and announced Michael Nash
club president.
The organization is a studentfaculty group, and any new
members from the college's staff,
faculty or students are welcome
Nash emphasized.
The club plans to meet every
Wednesday from 3:30 to 5:30
p.m. at the Ellensburg bowling
alley. According to Nash, the
price for three - games will be
$1.75, 25 cents for shoes and a
five-cent club fee.
The next scheduled meeting for
the club is Wednesday, Jan. 16.

squad include Dave Anderson
Rick French, Rae Heimbecl
(Capt.) Alex Kuo, John Lafever
Duncan McQuarrie, FletcheI
Scaife, and Gary Svoboda .._
In doubles handball play
Gregor took home his owr ·
trophy as he and his partner, Bil
Hillar, under the guise of "Th(:
Herd'~ defeated all challengers.
In the race for the All Sportf
Trophy the "Vulgar Faulkners'
remain in the lead on the powe1
of their MIA football championship. "Primo Warriors" appear tc
be running in second spot with
"The Friends" not far behind.

1)~er 100 'styles fo choose from
!1.=0W A$_10 FOR 79•_;

4 Day Delivery on
Soundcrest' Weddings

:;:;:~=~=~=~::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:~:;:~:::~:;::::::::?:::::::::;:;:;:;:;:~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:§§~~~:·

Appearing Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Jan. l 0 , 11, & 12

''Prairie Creek''
The Ranch Tavern Features The
Finest In Live Entertainment

Every Thursday Night Is

LADIES NIGHT
All ladies Admitted Free

s1° Pitchers
0

"C'MON COACH-it's five below
out here," stated Bill Freeburg, a
Port Orchard junior, as he and
coach Tom Lionvale contemplated the 'Cats initial turnout.

Next Attraction
Ellensburg's Own

+

the

GREASEWOOD
CITY
RAMBLERS

.-

good

neighbor.

The American Red Cross

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Jan. 16-19

0~1-0
advertising contributed for the public good

q

~

C'ouNc'"·

l

·aLL NIGHT
LONG

RANCH
TAVERN
Old Vantaqe Hiway
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Gymnast
teams tarts·

Central wins
two - on the
.
r6ad this weekend
'

'

by Rafael Gonzales
· half, but fell behind shortly
sports editor
before the break when Vaughn's
Last Thursday, the Central Mike Dolven, an ex-WSU ball
Wildcats came home to the player, and Jim Breshnahan,
friendly confines of Nicholson former Gonzaga guard, pumped
Pavilion and resumed their win- in six unanswered points which
ning ways by slipping past allowed the Spokane club to
Vaughn Realty of Spokane, carr_y a 47-42 margin in at
halftime intermission.
81-79.
Following the intermission,
The come-from-behind win was
seized by the 'Cats when Ned the AAU club kept adding to
Delmore, a junior guard, flipped their lead until they had the
in a twisting one-handed bucket biggest margin of the night at
from under the basket with four 63-54, when Steve Boyce began
seconds left on the clock. The win to go to the bucket to keep the
was Central's second over the 'Cats in the game. After Boyce
set the _pace, the 'Cats began
highly touted AAU squad.
Delmore's heroics were set up their comeback, but did not take
by the other Central guard, Tim over the !~ad again until the final
Sandberg, who knotted the score gun. The score was knotted three
at 79-all. Greg Lewis snatched a times in the final four minutes of
rebound on a missed Vaughn the tight contest.
shot which gave the 'Cats the
After Delmore tied the game
final scoring opportunity.
at 77-all, Mike Dolven, Vaughn's
Central led for most of the first big man at 6'9" sank two tosses

STARTING FRI. NOON

BERRY'S -AFTER ·INVENTORY

S'ALE!
Savings in Every Dept.

We'll CLOSE AT 5 P.M. Thurs.,
WE'LL OPEN AGAIN AT .FRI. NOON

from the free-throw line to put strong 21-point night from Tim
them into the lead for the last Sandberg and 20 from Steve
time.
Page were in command all the
Breshnahan led the scorers for w.ay. Ellensburg freshman Les
the AAU club with 23 points, Wyatt added 17 for the winners,
closely followed by Dolven's 22. , with Mike Mann adding 11 in a
Sandberg was the 'Cats high reserve role.
scorer with 26. Lewis, Delmore,
The 'Cats dropped in ·38 of 62
and Boyce were closely bunched shots from the field, with Sandwith 14, 12, and 11 points berg putting in seven _of 14
respectively. The 'Cats were not attempts, Page nine of 14 and
up to the shooting percentages Wyatt dropping all eight of his
they had been hitting before the attempts. Dave McDow, another
vacation, however, managing Ellensburg product, finished
only 35 per cent of their shots with eight points and hit' on four
from the floor.
of five shots. He was also the
The contest with Vaughn also leading rebounder with nine.
marked the return of Bill Eldred,
The Dean Nicholson-coached
a returner from last season who Wildcats had a 41-30 spread at
had only one quarter of eligibility the half and were 16 points ahead
remaining and was forced to wait with four minutes remaining in
until winter quarter to play.
the game before an eight-point
The game was a late addition rally by the hosts cut it to the
to the Wildcat slate, since the final margin. The loss put the
previously scheduled team, hosts mark at 3-7 for the year.
Western Montana pulled out of Bruce Maxwell poured in 20
the schedule due to travel points for Oregon College, who
problems.
shot 43 per cent from the field.
The 'Cats played without the
Central 88, Oregon 80
Clipping the nets at a hot 61 services of leading scorer Ned
per cent, the 'Cats dumped the Delmore, who was sidelined for
Oregon College basketball team the trip by the flu.
·in Monmouth, Ore., 88-80, last
This weekend, the 'Cats will be
Saturday night.
on the road for two games, a
The win started the 'Cats off league encounter with the Vion their EvCo slate on a winning kings of Western and a nonnote.
league tilt with the Clansmen of
The Central club, getting a Simon Fraser.

the
925-9511
OPEN6:45
PG Starts Friday

MOVIES
x
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SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT .
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After Inventory Sale

v

925-4598.
OPEN6:45
Shows At 7: 00 & 9: 15
ID Required
18and0ver

WALTER MATTHAU
"CHARLEY VARRICK"
.
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Plus SOMETIMES A
GREAT NOTION
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United
Artists

Student Prices

Downtown

by Jackie Humphries
sports writer
As the Women's Gymnastic
team starts their season, some of
the members are facing "unfortunate financial and physical
problems." Despite this fact,
coach Delores Johns predicts
good individual showings this
season.
__ _
The six-member team includes
three freshmen: Sue Sullivan,
who is strong on bar performance; Sherry Burr on the balance
beam and Andy Carton, in
vaulting.
Sophomore Jane Moser and
senior Louann Moser specialize
in floor exercise and balance
beam performance.
Barb Kangas, returning from
last year's squad, is suffering
from a knee injury. Her primary
area is the uneven bars.
The four areas of competition
in women's gymnastics are 1.)
Balance Beam-a routine of
locomotor, tumbling and acrobatic skills done without music
within a time period of 1:15 to
1:35 minutes. 2.) Floor exercisea dance-type routine including
locomotor and tumbling skills,
done on mats to music in a
confined area within 1 to 1 112
minutes. 3.) Uneven bars-requires a swinging type movement from one bar to another.
The performance includes a
mount and dismount. It is
somewhat comparable to the
men's horizontal event. 4.)
Vaulting-the individual may atlempt two vaults. Most vaults
are inverted and one of the two
must have a turn in it.
The Central team begins competition on Jan. 26 at the
University of Montana. Feb. 2
Central hosts a meet with the U
of W, WSU, Eastern and Seattle
. University. Feb. 23 the team
travels to Eastern and March 1
they journey to WSU.
March 8 and 9 lhe team will
participate in the Pacific North wPst Regional Gymnastics
Champions hip meet.lo be held at
Eastern Monlana College of
Educailon.

WIA
opens

THE CENTER FOR CAMPUS Minist~y
1011 N. Alder

PRESENTS
.The Annual Lay School, of Religion

Revivalism, Evangelism and th8 Jesus Movement
Mo. evenings 7:30-9:30 p.m., Jan. 14 to Mar. 4 At The Center
1

Rev. Don Caughey examines movements 0 f religiou's renewal in American
history and the present. For more information call 925-3196.

OPEN FORUM
Wed. evenings, 7-9 p.m., ;an. 23 to Feb. 27
The Sub Pit
Father Pete Hagel will moderate a series of informal debates on currently controversial issues. For more information call 925-3196. Topics of debate wi.11 be
published weekly.
·

,

lnt~oduction_ to Transactional Analysis
Thurs. evenings, 7 :30 p.m., Jan~ 10 to March 7.
First Baptist Church, 4th & Sprague ·
$2 .50 /Individual or $4 .00 /Couple
This class will be conducted by the Rev. Al Lustie.
. For more information call 925-3322.

The women's Intramural season is opening with a full line up
of activities for winter quarter.
Julie Hoff, publicity manager for
lhe Women's Intramural Association has announced that basketball sign-up will continue through
Thursday, Jan lj. Any woman
interested in joining .the group
should sign up in the women's
locker room at Nicholson Pavilion.
Later in the quarter WIA
plans to have a bowling tournament, as well as several varied
clinics. One clinic will be on
self-defense. This will be a
two-hour, one night workshop.
A dual clinic combining handball and badminton will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday nights so
that participants will have to
opportunity to be a part of both
presentations.
Women wanting more information on the Intramural Program
should contact Nancy Olds at
963-1804.

Crier Ads
Classified

.

\\_
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ROCK MOVIE TO BE SHOWN
Bill Graham's Fillmore West
· will be featured in an outrageous
rock film starring Santana, The
Grateful Dead; Hot Tuna, Cold
Blood and more. Sponsored by
ASC in the SUB Theater at 7 and
9 pm on Jan. 10 and 11. Price will
be $1.
NEWSPAPER POSITION
The Crier is now accepting
!. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . applications for the position of
business manager for Spring
· Quarter to the end of next school
year. Apply to Janet Dugan,
chairperson, Board of Publications. Phone 963-3342. The deadline is January 21. ·

MUNDY'S SHOE STORE

"Annual January Shoe Clearance

Save up to 75%
"Ladies Fashion Boots"

"Ladies ·Casual Shoes"
·values to 14.95... Now 476
to 7.87-lncluded are
Hush Puppies, Ena Jetticks
I Personality Shoes

13.50
Values to 28.95

Ladies ·oress ·SHOES
"Hundreds of pairs"--All Drastically Reduced

Enna Jetticks, Penalso, Hush Puppies Personality I Many,
Many More!

Our Entire Stock of Evening Shoes--

1
/2

Price

*CLOSE OUT SALES!

AUDIT AGENCY
The HEW Audit Agency interviewer from Seattle will be
interviewing accounting majors
on Jan. 15 in the Placement
Center.

COLLEGE EMPLOYMENT
Fulltime job openings have
been announced by Department
of Staff Personnel. The openings
are in the fields of Computer
Operator II, Custodian II and
Offset Duplicator Operator I.
Full descriptions are available
in the Department of Staff
Personnel in Peterson Hall.
Central is an equal employer.
GRAD SCHOOL DEADLINE
The school graduate studies
have announced these deadlines
for master degree students planning to graduate in Winter 1974.
The final folder check including
the intent to graduate must be in
to Graduate Admissions and
Records Office by Feb. 11. All
final examinations must .-.be
scheduled by Feb. 18 and completed by March ·4. Student
thesis final draft, including all
three copies must be handed into
the Graduate Admissions and
Records Office by March 4.

!!it

;::::;::

GROUP MEDITATION MEETS
The Students International
Meditation Society will meet in
SUB 207 on Monday at 7:30 pm.
Call John Diaz, 925-4986 for
information.

at out~ . /

RODEO PRACTICE
The Rodeo Club will meet at
Botta's Pav.illion on the Vantage
Highway each Wednesday from 7
to 9 pm. Prospective members
are urged to attend the practices.

Ladies-& -Children's
House Slippers-

GOVERNMENT CAREERS
Federal Career Day on .campus
will feature eight government
interviewing
prospective applicants in the Placement Center.
Open to all students from 9 am to
1:30 pm on Jan. 10.
·
NA VY RECRUITING
A navy recruiting team will be
in the placement center from
Jan. 14-18. No sign-up needed for
interviews and testing.

Priced from $4 76 to 10 97
lncl~des:

ICE HOCKEY TURNOUT
For those interested in ice
hockey, practice and scrimages
will be held at noon on Saturday,
Jan. 19 at the ice skating rink
across from North Hall. Bring
yow own skates, puck, stick and
pack All who come will have a
chance to play.

for gymnastics in Nicholson
Pavilion on Jan 19. The morning
session will demonstrate modern
dance technique and creative
composition, while the afternoon
session will be concerned with
dance for gymnastics. Admission
will be $1 for one session and
$1.50 for both. Ms. Carol Rix will
be the instructor.
DEGREE APPLICATIONS ·~
BA Degree applications are
now being accepted in the
registrar's office for Winter
quarter 197 4 graduation. The
dealine for all ~pplicaitons is
January 11, 1974.

Val·. to s7 95

MUNDY'S SHOE STORE
Open Til 8 :30 Fri. Evening
. .• - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. . ;

MECHAMEETS
Movimiento Estudiatil Chicano
de Aztlan (MECHA) will be
meeting on Thursday, Jan. 10 in
SUB 214. The general meeting
will be held at 7 pm.
DANCE WORKSHOP
The Department of Physical
Education will sponsor a workshop on modern dance and dance

Everyday Breakfast Bargains:

2 Eggs, Toast and Jam-----------:55~
Hot Cakes two for
45c
French Toast two for
50c
.

PLUS--Great Omelettes-Hartt-Sausage-Etc.

This Thursday and Friday New Sandwich Specials Try one of these beauties and we'll
your drink (10c)
.
NEW From the Grill r

DOG .ON .STEER
NEW Form the Sandwich Bar:

THE MICKEY

char grilled 1/ , lb. beef patty topped with
a juicy ballpark frank gently lowered onto
buttered toast--an unbelievable combination

buy ~

It's a spewing smokestack. It's litter in the
streets. It's a river where
fish can't live.
You know what pollution is.
But not everyone does.'
So the next time you see
pollution, don't close your
eyes to it.
Write a letter. Make a
call. Point it out to someone
·w ho can do something
about it.

People
start pollution.

sensationally seasoned ham and egg combination
on a French Roll makes for the surprise of the year.

People
can stop it.
~~9l': Keep America Beautiful
"~!t?"

I
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